
AWE–A Wealth of Entertainment
continues  to  bring  knockout
fights to Boxing fans
San Diego, CA – March 14, 2016 – On March 5th in Grozny,
Russia Lucas Browne captured the WBA Heavyweight championship
with a stunning tenth round stoppage over reigning champion
Ruslan Chagaev.

It was a stunning finish to a great fight that saw the WBA
Heavyweight change hands.

The bout was seen live and exclusively in the United States on
AWE-A Wealth of Entertainment.

The fight was just the latest in great & significant fights
that have been broadcasted live on AWE.

AWE has successfully brought boxing fans some of the best and
brightest championship bouts from around the globe and with
more terrific bouts on the horizon, the network is in the
process of securing a plethora of world title and meaningful
bouts for 2016.

“Browne  and  Chagaev  was  a  great  Heavyweight  championship
brawl,” said AWE President Charles Herring. “The division has
not had a championship fight like that in a long time and we
are very happy that the viewers of AWE were able to watch it.
Browne  now  becomes  a  serious  player  in  the  Heavyweight
division. These are the important fights that we at AWE are
looking to bring to the great boxing fans in the United States
and we will have some announcements real soon about some more
championship bouts that we will be televising.”

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
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elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has  earned  multiple  Boxing  Writers  Association  of  America
nominations for “Fight of the Year” and has featured over
thirty world class boxing events. In 2013, AWE showcased all
live bouts featuring heavyweight David Price. AWE aired live
the stunning upsets of Tony Thompson over David Price, along
with Adonis Stevenson and Tony Bellew cards, who fought each
other for the light Heavyweight championship; 2008 Olympic
Gold Medal winner James DeGale. AWE brought boxing fans two of
the most controversial bouts which saw Ricky Burns keep his
Lightweight title against Ray Beltran. AWE fans have witnessed
the  explosive  power  of  undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury
multiple times on the network, including Fury’s victory over
Kevin  Johnson.  In  2014,  AWE  televised  the  crowning  of
lightweight champion Terence Crawford with his win over Burns
as well as the exciting rematches between Carl Frampton and
Kiko  Martinez  along  with  Tony  Bellew  defeating  Nathan
Cleverly. In 2015, AWE brought boxing fans on of the most
anticipated rematches of the year, Darleys Perez v. Anthony
Crolla II for the WBA Lightweight World Title.

In 2016, AWE was the exclusive American boradcaster of Lucas
Browne’s stunning knockout over Ruslan Chagaev to win the WBA
Heavyweight title.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment
A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
featured on over a hundred cable providers, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD and Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and
669 in HD. For more information, please visit www.awetv.com.



Ricky Hatton: “Browne winning
the  Heavyweight  title  would
be huge for my company”
San Diego, CA – March 3, 2016 – This Saturday afternoon, March
5th,  undefeated  and  number-two  ranked  WBA  heavyweight
contender  Lucas  “Big  Daddy”  Browne  (23-0-0)  will  battle
defending WBA World Heavyweight champ Ruslan Chagaev (34-2-1)
for his belt. The bout will be broadcast LIVE in the United
States on AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment.

The action begins live at 2 PM ET / 11 AM PT.

Browne is promoted by former two-division world champion and
British Idol, Ricky Hatton and the Manchester great has a lot
on the line this Saturday if Browne can come through with the
victory.

“It would be massive for my company, very significant,”said
Hatton. “Lucas would be my first world champion as a promoter,
and it’s fantastic that it would be a Heavyweight title. I was
a two-time world champion as a fighter. I have trained a world
champion, so I don’t know many people who have done all three
as a trainer, fighter and a promoter. ”

To have Browne in this position, the fighter turned promoter,
is thrilled for his fighter, being that Browne was not sought
after in his early career.

“I am very happy for Lucas. He came up the hard way. He was
not an Olympian. In fact, it was just a few years ago, that he
was working doors at the night clubs and he has put in the
hard work and this is a big night for me and my company.”

Despite the fight being in enemy territory, “The Hitman”,
feels his fighter is in good hands as Browne is being trained
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by former super middleweight world champion and British great,
Nigel Benn.

“He has a great team behind him. An excellent trainer. It is
going to be a tough job, but I firmly believe that he will win
the fight. It will be difficult as Chagaev was a big amateur
and now a world champion. Lucas who has always been known as a
puncher is moving a lot better on his feet. Very fluid. Lucas
has also added speed and has had great preparation.”

Being in enemy territory, Hatton knows that the fight may come
down to the judges, and he believes that Browne will get a
fair shake.

“I would like to think that Lucas will not need a knockout to
win, but judges can be swayed by the hometown fans, but this
being a world title fight, I expect world class judges. That
being said, Lucas should not leave it to chance.”

With  a  Browne  win,  there  is  a  chance  a  good  portion
heavyweight division would run through the United Kingdom as
Unified champion Tyson Fury and potentially Anthony Joshua
(who fights IBF champion Charles Martin on April 9) would hold
most of the hardware in boxing’s glamour division.

“I thought about that. I get along well with Eddie Hearn, who
has Joshua. I get a long great with my former promoter Frank
Warren and you can also throw David Haye in there who is back.
I can’t see any problems making fights with Joshua or Fury and
we would have some massive heavyweights fights here. Lucas has
fought five times here and has a good fan base.”

“The only thing that I am gutted about on Saturday is that I
can’t be there with Lucas when he wins as I train a lot of
young fighters and I have four of them fighting on Saturday
and they need me in London with them, but Saturday will be a
great day for my company.”

There will be a three fight undercard beginning at 2 PM.



In a 10-round Heavyweight bout, Edmund Gerber (25-2, 16 KO’s)
of Schwerin, Germany will fight Brian Minto (41-10, 26 KO’s)
of Butler, PA.

In a 10-round bout for the IBO International Welterweight
title, Vishkahn Murzabekov (12-0, 6 KO’s) of Russia takes on
former world title challenger Ali Funeka (37-5-3, 30 KO’s) of
South Africa.

Tyrone Spong (2-0, 2 KO’s) of Miami, Florida battles David
Gogishvilli  (12-0,  8  Ko’s)  of  Gori,  Georgia  in  a  6-round
Cruiserweight bout.

Boxing fans can enjoy this amazing card on AWE available on
AT&T U-Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169
and 669 in HD, CenturyLink PRISM TV ch. 144 and 1144 in HD,
and  numerous  regional  cable  providers  across  the  nation.
Please check www.awetv.com for boxing updates.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has  earned  multiple  Boxing  Writers  Association  of  America
nominations for “Fight of the Year” and has featured over
thirty world class boxing events. In 2013, AWE showcased all
live bouts featuring heavyweight David Price. AWE aired live
the stunning upsets of Tony Thompson over David Price, along
with Adonis Stevenson and Tony Bellew cards, who fought each
other for the light Heavyweight championship; 2008 Olympic
Gold Medal winner James DeGale. AWE brought boxing fans two of
the most controversial bouts which saw Ricky Burns keep his
Lightweight title against Ray Beltran. AWE fans have witnessed
the  explosive  power  of  undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury
multiple times on the network, including Fury’s victory over
Kevin  Johnson.  In  2014,  AWE  televised  the  crowning  of
lightweight champion Terence Crawford with his win over Burns



as well as the exciting rematches between Carl Frampton and
Kiko  Martinez  along  with  Tony  Bellew  defeating  Nathan
Cleverly. In 2015, AWE brought boxing fans on of the most
anticipated rematches of the year, Darleys Perez v. Anthony
Crolla II for the WBA Lightweight World Title.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment
A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
featured on over a hundred cable providers, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD and Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and
669 in HD. For more information, please visit www.awetv.com.

Ruslan  Chagaev  defends  WBA
World  Heavyweight  title
against undefeated Lucas “Big
Daddy”  Browne  on  Saturday,
March  5th  LIVE  on  AWE  –  A
Wealth of Entertainment
San Diego, CA – February 2, 2016 – On Saturday afternoon,
March 5th, undefeated and number-two ranked WBA heavyweight
contender  Lucas  “Big  Daddy”  Browne  (23-0-0)  will  battle
defending WBA World Heavyweight champ Ruslan Chagaev (34-2-1)
for his belt. The bout will be broadcast LIVE in the United
States on AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment.

Undefeated Lucas “Big Daddy” Browne (right photo), a former
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bouncer  and  MMA  fighter,  is  known  for  knocking  out  his
opponents. Browne, from Australia, has a perfect 34-0-0 record
and a staggering near 90% knockout percent.

“Browne is arguably the top one-punch heavyweight in the world
since Mike Tyson. Lucas has a perfect record and the power to
end a fight at any time. It will make for an explosive day of
world-championship  boxing,”  states  AWE  president,  Charles
Herring.

Legendary world champ Ricky Hatton, is the promoter of Lucas
Browne. Hatton’s strategy for Browne is clear – a knockout
finish. According to Ricky, “We don’t want the fight to go to
the judges. Not that I’m saying they’ll be anything wrong with
the judges the WBA chooses, it’s just that when you’re away
from  home  you  have  the  crowd  against  you  and  they  cheer
everything the fighter does, which can sway things.” Hatton
added, “(Lucas needs to go) for what he does best, which is go
for the knockout.”

A victory by Browne or Chagaev puts either man in a good
position to challenge America’s WBC World Heavyweight Champ
Deontay Wilder or Tyson Fury, who’s coming off a major upset
over long-time reigning heavyweight champ Wladimir Klitschko.

“The heavyweight division is incredibly exciting once again.
There’re a number of world-class heavyweights with undefeated
records, including Deontay Wilder, Tyson Fury, Anthony Joshua
and  Lucas  Browne.  They’re  on  a  collision  course,”  stated
boxing insider Marc Abrams.

Chagaev of Andijan, Uzbekistan was a former world amateur
champion, who turned professional in 1997. The 37 year-old won
his first twenty-five contests which was highlighted by a WBA
Heavyweight  title  with  a  12-round  majority  decision  over
previously undefeated champion Nikolay Valuev (46-0). He made
two defenses of his title with wins over Matt Skelton (21-1)
and  Carl  Davis  Drummond  (26-0)  before  being  stopped  by



Wladimir Klitschko.

The start time and a full undercard will be announced shortly.
Boxing fans can enjoy this amazing card on AWE available on
AT&T U-Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169
and 669 in HD, CenturyLink PRISM TV ch. 144 and 1144 in HD,
and  numerous  regional  cable  providers  across  the  nation.
Please check www.awetv.com for boxing updates.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has  earned  multiple  Boxing  Writers  Association  of  America
nominations for “Fight of the Year” and has featured over
thirty world class boxing events. In 2013, AWE showcased all
live bouts featuring heavyweight David Price. AWE aired live
the stunning upsets of Tony Thompson over David Price, along
with Adonis Stevenson and Tony Bellew cards, who fought each
other for the light Heavyweight championship; 2008 Olympic
Gold Medal winner James DeGale. AWE brought boxing fans two of
the most controversial bouts which saw Ricky Burns keep his
Lightweight title against Ray Beltran. AWE fans have witnessed
the  explosive  power  of  undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury
multiple times on the network, including Fury’s victory over
Kevin  Johnson.  In  2014,  AWE  televised  the  crowning  of
lightweight champion Terence Crawford with his win over Burns
as well as the exciting rematches between Carl Frampton and
Kiko  Martinez  along  with  Tony  Bellew  defeating  Nathan
Cleverly. In 2015, AWE brought boxing fans on of the most
anticipated rematches of the year, Darleys Perez v. Anthony
Crolla II for the WBA Lightweight World Title.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment
A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is



featured on over a hundred cable providers, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD and Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and
669 in HD. For more information, please visit www.awetv.com.


